Moonglow

Words by Eddie DeLange
Music by Will Hudson and Irving Mills
Arranged by Spencer Gay

\[ \text{Time} = 60 \]

**A Verse**

\[ \text{C} \quad \text{Gaug} \quad \text{Em} \quad \text{A9} \]

1. It must have been
   I still hear you
   Way up in the
   Dear one hold me
   blue,
   fast,

2. It must have been
   Moon glow,
   Moon glow,
   Dear one hold me
   blue,
   fast,

3. And I start to
   pray in' glow,
   to me
   fast,
   blue,

4. That led me
   please
   that this last
   to you
   last

5. Oh Lord, led me
   please
   Oh Lord, led me
   please
**Bridge**

```
B  Bridge
G9   G9   F#9  F9  E9   E7   E9

We  seem  to  float  right  through  the  air,

A9  Aadd9  D  Ebm7(5)  D7  Db7

Heavenly  songs  seem  to  come  from  everywhere,

C  Verse
C  Gaug  Em  A9  Am7

And  now  where  there's  Moon  glow,

D6  G6  Gdim7  Am7  Gdim7  G6

mem  ber,

That  Moon  glow  gave  me  you
```

```
B  Bridge
G9   G9   F#9  F9  E9   E7   E9

We  seem  to  float  right  through  the  air,

A9  Aadd9  D  Ebm7(5)  D7  Db7

Heavenly  songs  seem  to  come  from  everywhere,

C  Verse
C  Gaug  Em  A9  Am7

And  now  where  there's  Moon  glow,

D6  G6  Gdim7  Am7  Gdim7  G6

mem  ber,

That  Moon  glow  gave  me  you
```